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Abstract. The purpose of this research r.r to investigate the career
orientations of educated and urban Indonesian wonten business executives
following Derr's (1988) success map. While research on women business
executives and their career orientation is extensive in developed countries,
such research is scarce, if not none at all, in Indonesia. The country's
society still holds deeply rooted beliefs regarding the role of women at
home and in the workplace. Such special pressure could maki dfficult foran Indonesian wonten to choose a cqreer instead of a fa*tiy, oi to
successfully combine these two important pillars of her modern trfn. This
study investigated -firu research questions on the career success
orientations of the Indonesian women business executives with t 0 non-
directional null hypotheses on a sample representation of 93 of these
women. The findings are that the majority of the respondents are oriented
to 'Getting balance'. This is a career success orientation concernecl with
maintaining the balance between home, work and personal development.
Csreers QS lived by their respondents in this stucly, therefore, may be
removed from the ideals portrayecl in management career literature; in
other words these respondents show 'no career' concerns for advancement
in the corporate board-room.

Keywords: Indonesian women; business executives: career: success.
orientation.

1. Introduction

This study was to ir.rvestigate the career orientations of
educated and urban Indonesian women business executives. Specifically, the
purpose of the research was to examine the career success orientations of
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C areer Success Orie ntation :

these women and the effect of selected independent variables of these career
orientations.

Research on women business executives is extensive in deveroped
countries, and these studies comprise a body of knowledge from *t i"t
theories emerge and prescriptions for success are derived. sociological
theorists argue, however, that social structures, workprace, family and
organized social life affect women's access to leadership opportunities abroad
(Aldrich 1989) as well as domestically in Indonesia (su6ono 2003).

Publication on studies of Lrdonesian women so far have focused on
women's emancipation/feminism (solaiman 1999; Burhanudin ed,. 2002;
Iedarwati 2004), education (Muthali'in 2001; Rajab 2002; Arivia 2002)i,
women's rights (Junaidi 2004; Mulia 2004; Adriana 2003), domestib violence
against women among _o!!ers: undang- (Jndang/Law No'23/2004, september22 2004 (Subono 2001; Hasyim ed. 2000; susilo 2001), poritics
(Pramodhawardani 2002; Kt:rniawan 2003; Subono, 2003), science and
technology (Margono 2002; Harjanto 1999; Achmad and Hermawati 1,999),
demography (Budiman 1982; suryadinata, Arifin and Ananta 20(B:
Kurniawan 2000), philosophy (Arivia 2003; sadarjoen 2003), cultural and
other gender-related issues (Fadjar 2003; Mumiati 2004; Dzihayatin 2001),
but never specifically focusing on these women,s career orientation (Endriani
2004; sari 1997; Hafidz t993; wieringa 199g, 1999; Muchtar 2000). These
studies were, therefore, not investigated further in the present research other
than as background.

Indonesian society holds deeply rooted beliefs regarding the role of
individuals at home and in work, stemming from culture, educati-on, religion,
laws, or the combination of them (Murniati 2004; Team Ip4-LAppERA
2001). Such social prcssures made it difficult for an Indonesian woman to
choose career instead of a family, or to successfully combine a career with
marriage and children.

While social pressures and expectations made it is difficult for women
to work outside the home in Indonesia, however, there is some evidence of
favorable attitudes toward working women (inclusive wives and mothers)
when economic, sociological and psychologic al advantages were considered
(soetjlp!9 2003; Tiiptoherijanto 1997). They approved because, first,
financially, it meant an augmented family incoml; second, psychologic ally, it
allowed women the opportunity to widen their circle, of u.quuintances.
Among the slight margin who favored women working it was assumed.
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however, that they would both work and not neglect their domestic
responsibilities.

Politically and legally, therefore, there has been more than enough
foundation as well as opportunities for the advancement of the Indonesian
women, in adopting the Nairobi-based numerical target set out in Beijing in
1995 by the IIN conference on women.

In its Human Development Report in 2004, the united Nations
Development Programme (trNDP) devised three composite measures of
gender equality: a Human Development Index (which takes into account
longevity and the standard of living), a Gender Development Index (which
takes gender equality into account), and a Gender Empowerment Measure
(which considers women's active participation in society based on their
representation in national political office, management positions in the public
sector, representation in professional and technical positions, and the ratio of
women's earnings to men's earnings).

Domestically, the Indonesia's tJndang-IJndang Dasar t g4S
(constitution of Indonesia), specifically stipulates through articles 27 (l) and,
27 (2) that men and women have equal rights and obligations within the
family, society and country's welfares. In 1984, the Indonesian government
ratified the united Nation's "convention on the Elimination of All Types of
Discrimination Against women/cEDAw" (women' s convention, December
18,1979) into the Undang-Undang (Law) No 7/1984, July 241994.

This uu No 7/1984 is not a stand-alone case as earlier, in 1975, the
united Nations had designated the year as "International women,s year,'and
held the first world conference on women in Mexico city by adopting
guidelines for specific steps to be taken by member countries. The {rN also
designated 1975-1985 as the "trN decade for women" prompting the delivery
of the UU No 7/1984.

At the second lrN world conference in Nairobi in 19g5, the IIN
adopted the "Forward-looking Strategies for the Advancement of women', as
guidelines to be adopted by 2000 by member countries. At the third UN
women's conference in 1990, the uN made the first review and appraisal of
nations' efforts toward gender equality. It outlined basic policies and concrete
measures to be taken from 1991 to 1995.

At the "Fourth World Conference', in Beijing in 1995, the IIN
adopted the "Agenda for the Empowerment of women" by spelling out areas
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that should receive priority toward the year 2000. That is, the Nairobi
Forwardlooking Strategies for the Advancement of Women were reappraised

and the UN set a numerical target: 20 percent female representation in
national decision-making bodies as short-term goal, to be achieved by the year

2000, and 30 percent as long-term goal to be achieved by 2005 (for details,
see Usui, Rose and Kageyama 2003).

In the recent Pemilihan (Jmum (General Election), Undang-Undang
(Law) No 1212003 placed a quota of 30 percent for woman's candidatures

(article 65 (1) of Law No 1212003, dated February 18 2003) as affirmative
action to secure Parliament's seats for Indonesian women (Soetjipto 2003;

Zulhesni and Dahlena 2003).

Moreover, demographically the Indonesian population has grown

almost evenly between men and women during the last two decades as shown
in Figure 1, with women marginally ahead of men in absolute numbers.

Figure I
O'POPULATION OF INDONESIA 1980 _ 2OOO''

In the workplace, however, although the glass ceiling has been

cracked, it is still far from being shattered since many of the Indonesian
women workers stuck in the 'traditional' jobs of the secretarial pool or as

assistants having to navigate through the 'boys' club' (Diana and Emond
2003). Subsequently, Indonesian women accounted for only one percent for
managerial position in Indonesia (New York Times 1988), while women's

representation in the present (2004-2009) Indonesia's cabinet is only 8.4

percent, or four women ministers out of 34 (Endriani 2004; Hendytio 2004)'
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In the legislative branch (DPR-RI), the percentage is slightly higher with 1 1.9
percent women parliamentarians for the 2004-2009 period (Dewi 2004).

Women's low representation in managerial positions in Indonesia is
attributed to barriers to women's access to channels of leadership positions
(i.e, weak institutional foundations for women's advancement), men,s
resistance, and women's resignation from seeking such positions because of
their commitment to family responsibilities. women's employment pattern is
described from their first entry into the work force after graduation from high
school, college or university, to their first retirement for marriage (or
childbearing), to their re-entry after their children have entered schools or
passed critical educational levels, and, finally, to their second exit to care for
aging (or sick) family members or perrnanent retirement (Kageyama 2004).

This mutually reinforcing pattem, shaped by cultural values and
child-care needs, dominated female work patterns. It has also been the
canonical description of the conrmon belief and the M-curve of female
employment that Indonesian women emphasize family roles over career or
works (Christina 2004\.

For those who were married (especially those with children), such
Indonesian women employ household helpers to assist with domestic chores
and child-care, reinforcing the phenomenon that the careers of married,
educated and urban Indonesian women are enhanced by the structure of the
Indonesian urban society where households chores can be delegated to
domestic helpers, which is very seldom seen in the Westem world (Media
lndonesia 2004).

Generally it can be argued that women in business life could be
segmented into three groups (MacDonald and Schoenberger 2004):

1. Some women who tread the shallow waters of mainstream consider
their employment as a passing phase - a time filler between school
and marriage.

Others women are highly driven. They seek achievement in both their
careers and a personal life, but are eventually forced to choose
between the two. It is usually the careers that give way.

A few have singul ar career orientation and are quite prepared for great
personal sacrifices to attain career success.

2.

3.
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This research attempted to reach the career orientations of these

women since these researchers believe some of their needs could not be found
in terms of Maslow's hierarchy: "Some women do not want to get ahead.

They were happy just to have a job". In other words, they were not career

oriented.

2. Career Orientations

The concept of career orientations is broad and has been

examined in many different ways. In one sense, career orientation refers to the

importance or significance placed on the work role compared with the

importance attached to other life roles (Greenhause 1987). The earliest studies

of women's career development focused not on what kinds of vocational
choices women made but on whether or not and why women pursued careers

at all. Therefore, the earliest research attempted to differentiate between to
study the characteristics of homemaking and the career-oriented women
where a career-oriented person attached a high level of salience to work and

occupation. Such researches explored the differences between homemaking
and career-oriented women as family background, achievement motivation,
ability and values (Betz and Fitzgerald 1987; Poole and Langan-Fox 1997).

The above conkast between the homemaking and career orientation
decreased as large numbers of women began to pursue both career and family
roles. Subsequent research focused on the extent to which career choices were
traditional or nontraditional during the early years (Alquist 1974; Asfin and

Myint 1971;Tangri 1972).Betz andFitzgerald (1987) commented that most
studies of women's career development used either the traditionali
nonhaditional or home/career distinction, or a measure of career orientation or
career salience as the dapendent variable.

Two measures of career orientation are the 'career anchor' (or

occupational self-concept) (Schein 1978) and the 'career success orientation'
(or internal career success map) (Derr 1988). Schein (1978) concerned with
the internal careers of managers, argued that as individuals gather more

information about themselves they develop an occupational self-concept with
three components: self-perceived talents and abilities; self-perceived motives
and needs; and self-perceived attitudes and values.

Derr (1988) described the needs, talents, and values ofeach group of
these new careerists, showed how each orientation can be ofgreat value to the

organization and spelled out how to most effectively manage each type of

employee. He drew
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employee. He drew from own
human resource policies, work
different group of employees.

and others' research to tell what incentives,
cultures and career path best motivate these

The influence of personal rife constraints on career anchors was alsoraised in terms of career success orientations by Derr irggsj Building uponSchein's work (1978) on the internar or 
_subjectiv" .ur""r, oJr, (r9sg) arguedthat different individuars may have differing definition, oi 

"ur"., success,which he termed 'career success orientatioris,. Derr rilst identified fivecafeer success orientations: (l) Getting ahead (upward mobiiity); (2) Gettingsecure (company loyalty and sense of ber,onging); (3) Getting frel(autonomy); (4) Getting high (excitement of the *oir. iT."rrj; ana 1s; Gening_balanced (finding an equilibrium between personal and professionar life). Thecharacteristics of Derr's five career success orientations, and their careerimplications (1988), are set out below.

2.1 Getting Ahead (upward mobility)

This upward mobilify pattern is a career direction usua'yassociated with promotions (often rapid and based on -".it.; i'a hierarchy ofpositions or advancement in a statuJ system. The reward, -. no.-uily moreinfluence, status and financiar renumerations. From their co-workers,perspective' such careerists can be competitive, aggressive and unfriendly.From their families' perspective, .urh careeriiJ *n orr"n put workcommitments first, but their families share in the careerist,s success andrewards.

- 2.2 Getting Balanced (finding an equilibrium
between personal and professional life)

Some career-centered individuars are preoccupied withbalancing the three forces of the career triangre: work, rerationships anddevelopment' work is a very important aspect in their map of career success,but it is not allowed to take oveirelation.hip. ano sem-Jeieropl"", and they,therefore, attempt to separate work from other aspects ortt 
"lr'rlre. 

From theirco-workers' perspectiv-e, they do not put high enough p;i";it;; work but areoften good models for livinga healthy, well-rounded life. From their families,perspective, these careerists can be spread too thin and unable to disengage

4l
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from work and self-development, but they do attach much importance to
relationshio life and do trv to be available.

2.3 Getting Free (autonomY)

Individuals following this career success map do not try to
move upward, but outward. They do not mind marginal position where there

is a personal autonomy, loose supervision and the responsibility of outcomes,

not being bound by process, norrns and rules. These type of careerists are

cosmopolitan. From their co-workers' perspective, they can be aloof, hard to

supervise or collaborate with, but they can be competent and contributing
colleagues. From their families' perspective, these careerists need lots of
space, and in return will give spouses, children and parbrers their own space.

2.4 Getting High (excitement of the work itself)

They are driven by the need for excitement, action, and total
engagement in the process and content of the work, and generally do not make

good managers. These careerists seek to move, often laterally, to the centers

of action, adventure and creativity. Usually they view bureaucratic rules as

constraints. Getting high careerists are loners who resist situations requiring
interdependence even when the consequences are social embarrassment,

financial ruin, personal devastation, and even danger ofdeath. From their co-

workers' perspective, they can be opinionated, unwilling to compromise and

intolerant of organizational constraints and practices; but skills, knowledge

and the culture and standards of the profession can be learned from them.

From their families' perspective, they can be self-absorbed, single-minded and

not well-balanced, but they can be interesting, vital and stimulating, even if
ill-balanced, companions.

2.5 Getting Secure (company loyalty and sense of
belonging)

Some individuals view career success as long-term security,
good benefits, and a sense of identity, order and place' They exchange

dedication, loyalty and service for the above benefits. They do not necessarily

hope for promotions to upper echelons but to have a respected place. They are

adaptable and competent employees, value pay rises as signs of appreciation

and security. These ty-
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and security' These type of careerists often seek out large institutions with a
reputation for treating employees benevolently and fairly, companies that
offer lifelong employment. Their credo usually is: ,I have no choice,. From
their co-workers' perspective, these careerists cannot be taken for granted and
need a great deal ofassurance, but they are loyal, dedicated and hardworking.
From their families' perspective, such careerists may project authori[r
problems at work on relationships, be unpleasant if thriatened and put
employers' demand first, but they also be a steady personality around whom
to build a relationship.

Derr (1988) pointed out that each career success orientation has both
problems and opportunities, and includes all the three dimensions (work,
relationships, self-development). He further pointed that, howeu.i, th"
relationship leg may receive more or less emphasis but is never completely
neglected. The orientation held with the highest intensity is the individual,s
careet orientation, and a high intensity score would indicate the individual
would strongly endorse the values, attitudes and motivations associated with
the identified career orientation. while everyone may have a career, not
everyone is career-oriented, as posited by Louis (19g2:69) that ,,career is not
what one lives, but how one thinks about what one has lived or will live".
Moreover, "A cereer is more than a job,, (Derr l ggg: 5).

2.6 Career Success and Women

The literature on women's perceptions of career szccess (see
for example: Kageyama 2004; Kestenbaum 19g6; poole, Langan-Fox and
omodei 1993; Powell and Mainiero 1992; stratharn tosl; wren 2004)
suggests that feeling 'successful' for women is more complex than developin!
a sense of personal achievement. Successful professional women have been
reported as having frustration, emptiness, exhaustion, disillusionment, and a
sense of personal failure when they realized the personal and interpersonal
costs of professional success. For these women, power, title, success and
money were not enough, and they wanted fair treatment, improved
compensation, and a more balanced life. If this was not forthcoming, they
made career shifts, reassessed their career and life priorities, and, in soml
cases whenever possible, turned to self-employment (Hardesty and Jacobs
1986;Wren 2004).

Poole, Langan-Fox and omodei (1993) claimed that their research did
not generally support the view that there are gender differences in perceptions
of career success. Powell and Mainiero (1992) argued that women may focus
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more on measures
their careers rather

of satisfaction that represent how they are feeling about
than what their career look like.

For these reasons, Derr's theory of Internal Career Success Maps
(1988) was adopted in this study as the Conceptual Framework.

3. Research Problem

The conceptual framework of this study was therefore the five
career success orientations of Derr (1988), and the research problem
underlying this study was, therefore, as follows:

What are the career success orientations of the Indonesian
women business executives? Are these career success
orientations affected by the independent variables?

As very little, or even none has been published on the career
orientations of educated, urban Indonesian women business executives, the
focus of this present study was on their career orientations. To be specific, this
research was to investigate the career success orientations ofeducated, urban
Indonesian women business executives, as well as the effect of selected
independent variables on these career orientations.

4. Justification of the Research

Businesswomen in Southeast Asia have been considered a
'major intellectual and entrepreneurial resource' (Wallace 1994:14) and the
'new regional power elite' (Abdoolcarim 1993: 24). Beginning in 1970, the
percentage of employers and self-employed in the labor forces of Southeast
Asia has remained stable in all Southeast Asian countries.

What is significant is, however, that the percentage accounted for by
women rose in virtually all sectors except agriculture (Naisbitt 1995). Authors
like Naisbitt (1995: 188) have referred to the "quite, yet powerful revolution"
that has occurred in the position of Asian women in the past few decades with
power and influence in their hands, prompting Kraar (i991) to term them as

"kon Butterflies". Their new paradigm being not only charming, kind, loyal
and subservient as they used to be, but also ambitious and profit minded
(Fathony and Christine 2004).
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Abdoolcarim (1993), Adler (lgg3),Rajab (2002),Naisbitt (1995) and
Wong (1980), amongst others, have attributed this increasingly important
place of Asian women in business management to factors like their increasing
educational levels, foreign-language fluency, and Asia's dynamic
entrepreneurialism and their presence in family-owned business. In 1985 the
Canadian lrternational Development Agency (CIDA) funded a major study by
the Manila-based Asian Institute of Management (AIM) of corporate women
managers in five Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) countries
namely Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines, Singapore, and Thailand
(Hoffarth 1989), and when the project began "....the research team found
virtually no published material on Southeast Asian women managers in
managemenl" (Hoffarth 1989: 6).

Though there have been much development in that there are now
several studies on these women managers in management in some Southeast
Asian countries (Abdoolcarim 1993; Fonollera 1994; Hoffarth 1989). This
study is, therefore, still imporlant as it contributes to the literature on women
business executives in Indonesia in particular, and in Southeast Asia in
general.

As Naisbitt (1995) pointed out, Asia's women business executives are
an elite, and there arc great disparities in achievement and opportunity
between urban and rural women (Hart 1978; Makil 1983), besides the
intriguing arca of ascribed status (where women in Asia may have successful
careers because they were born in the right family or socioeconomic group) as
reported by Wallace (1994: 14) that "....many of the ASEAN women were
drawing on irnmense family wealth and operating within the existing family
business structure". Much research, especially in North America, has
focussed on achieved status (i.e general education, advanced business
degrees, in-house training), far less research has dealt with the importance of
ascribed stalzs (Adler andlzraeli 1988).

Makil (1983) argued that elite urban residents may have similar
problems yet differ in their experience of these problems, while Hart (1978)
argued for more studies of residents of upper class and planned higher income
communities. This study is important, therefore, as it contributes to filling a
gap in knowledge about Indonesian business-women and research on the
careers of these women is practically un-known. Searches for empirical
research produced no relevant publications. The study is important, therefore,
because it provides information that can help in conhibuting to the
understanding of the careers of Indonesian women in the region.

tj
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I

Research Method

The research design used in this study conformed to the type
identified by Emory and Cooper (1991) and by Burns and Bush (1995) as a
descriptive cross-sectional and exploratory research as the main purpose is to
gain background information of a population at only one point in time, i.e., to
study the careet orientations of Indonesian women business executives. To
gather information on career success orientation and the independent
variables, the study used the survey method (Burns and Bush 1995).

5.1 The Population and the Sample

The study population was described as Indonesian women
business executives. These were defined, for the purposes of this study, as

those exercising some latitude in decision making over the allocation and use
of resources like physical, financial, and human resources. The sample,
therefore, was homogenous and selected using a non-probability sampling
procedure (Burns and Bush L995). The unit of data collection is usually the
individuals who are also the units of analysis or the units of investigation.

While there is a general agreement that larger sample sizes are better
than smaller ones, there is no agreement on what constitutes an acceptable
minimum sample size. Preece (1994) argued for a minimum sample size (or
sample population) in each case of no fewer than 30 and preferably of 60.
Roscoe (1975: 184), a statistician, claimed that there are few occasions in
behavioural research when samples smaller than 30 can be justified, but,
"well-chosen small samples will ordinarily be preferred over poorly chosen
large ones". Dooley (1995) suggested that a sample size between 10 and 50
could have been used appropriatley, while Smith (1981: 279) noted that
"wlxen inconsistencies are reckoned with and the dataform a coherent whole,
sampling ceases" making the major checks on the researchers' data quality in
this type of sampling are the repetitiveness and consistency of their
informants' observations.

In view of the comments cited above, it was determined, therefore. to
aim at a minimum sample size of 60 and once this sample size had been
reached, it was decided to cease sampling when manual coding and analysis
of respondents indicated both repetitiveness and consistency. Moreover,
identifying a relevant population of Indonesian women business executives

:
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that was completely enumerated in a sampling frame was impossible: such
data base simply was not there.

In such circumstances, therefore, probability sampling was difficult.
De Vaus (1985), Emory and Cooper (1991) and Manheim (1977) had all
noted that there were occasions when probability sampling techniques were
either impractical (because the entire population was either unavailable and/or
unknown in size) or unnecessary. In such circumstances non-probability
sampling techniques might be used. A purposive sampling procedure was
therefore adopted in this research study. one hundred and twenty five (125)
questionnaires were distributed with 100 of them were retumed to the
researchers, and the valid number of the returned ones was 93 questionnaires
which was further used as valid respondents. This survey was conducted in
2004.

5.2 The Location of the Study

The location of the respondents in this study was Jakarta as it
is the biggest and perhaps the most complex of lndonesian urban centers.
Jakarta is the center of not only of political life in Indonesia, it is also the
country's center of economic and commercial activities. survey was
conducted in2004.

5.3 Limitations

The first limitation that became apparent during the sfudy was
that of gaining access to potential respondents. Mitchell (1983) noted that in
some Southeast Asian countries, women, in particular, were culturally and
socially inaccessible to researchers, especially for interview purposes while
groups could also differ in their degree of accessibility.

The second limitation was the limited number of respondents. of
course, large number of respondents were preferred to reduce the size of the
confident intervals and increase the estimate accuracy (Cavusgil and Das
1997). A related, problematic, aspect of the respondent number was the
significance of the statistical data analysis since total number of respondents
was believed to influencing the results although there was considerable
controversy about the importance of the significance test (Burns and Bush
1995; Carver 1978; Chow 1989; Folger 1989).
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The third limitation also became apparent during the research, was
that factors inherent to the general socio-cultural Indonesian society, which
was not accustomed to express judgmental opinion, especially in writing, for
the sake of courtesy and politeness (Trisna lggg). courtesy bias was
especially common in Asia (Jones 1983).

The location of the study, i.e, the city of Jakarta was another
limitation as it might not properly address the dynamics of Indonesian women
business executives in many more areas of a country as big as Indonesia
( 1,905,000 square kilometers).

5.4 The Research Instrument

Data about career success orientations as dependent variables
were gathered using a survey instrument. The completed research instrument
was developed following Derr (1988: 189-192) career success orientations as
the first part of the instrument. These were coded as:

V Getting ahead
W Getting secure
X Getting free
Y Getting balanced
Z Getting high

This first part of the instrument was a forced choice of 30 paired
statements. Respondents selected from each pair the item that fit the most
accurate personal description. Each of the five career success orientations was
identified by the above code letter, and each code letter could be chosen up to
12 times or not at all. Each career orientation was contrasted against of the
other three times, for a total of 60 statements in all. The intensity with which a
career orientation was held was measured. The orientation held with the
highest intensity was the individual's career orientation indicating that the
individual would strongly endorse the values, attitudes and motivations
associated with the identified career orientation.

The second part was the perceived constraints (Derr 1988: 197-198)
containing 13 statements, presented twice. Respondents assigned a value from
I to 5 (Likert's scale). Interpretation of the perceived constraints was
comparatively simple. The scoring range was divided into three: free to
choose (13-25), somewhat constrainbd (26-44) and constrained (45-66). The
respondent's personal score was compared with this range to determine the
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extent to which they felt immediately constrained or perceived estimated
future conskaints.

The instrument also asked respondents to provide selected
biographical and organizational data. Participants were also asked to indicate
lheir age range, employment status, organizaiion's legal form labor force size.
In addition, respondents were asked to indicate the Lusiness sector in which
the organization's main business was operated, as well as therr main reason
for working by ticking one of the options.

Major considerations in the preparation of the instrument were
yalidity, reliability, stability and practicality (Emory and cooper l99l).
validity tests how well an instrument measures the particular concept it is
supposed to measure while the basic questions of reliability pivot on conceptslike consistency and stability, and on dependability, accuracy and
unsystematic or error variance (Emory and cooper 1991). The present study
used scales with proven stability as well as proven validity and reliability,
while practicality is a concern of the operational requirements of a research
project.

The instrument was, therefore, pre-tested for comprehensibility,
clarity and acceptability (Emory and cooper 1991) on a small sample (12) ;f
women faculty members of three schools of business. pretest respondents
reported that it took them between 30 and 45 minutes to complete the career_
related inskuments and they found it easy to answer the questions, which they
deemed to be straight-forward. Respondents, however, expressed soml
concem over the length of the questions though all completed it. It should also
be noted that these faculty members were not business executives, and, were,
therefore, not members of the targetpopulation of this study. Meanwhile, their
rnputs were duly noted and some modifications were subsequently adjusied in
the instrument.

The instrument's test-retest reliability coefficients for career success
orientation scale had a mean of 0.636; for perceived constraints for both scales
were 0.7420. These present researchers could find no previously-reported
reliability data (either cronbach's alpha or test-retest coefficients) for berr,s
career success orientations and perceived constraints items in other research
(1988). It was, therefore, concluded that, overalr, the test-retest coefficients
for the careet success orientations as well as the Cronbach's alpha coefficients
for the perceived constraints exceeded the minimum acceptatle level of 0.6
proposed by Easterby-Smith, Thorpe and Lowe (1991) ani Nunnally (197g)
for exploratory research, especially in the absence oi reported comparable
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scales. In this study, cronbach's alpha coefficients were calculated on the data
gathered from the respondents who met the specified selection criteria.

The approach to administering the questionnaires was by mail
although there could be problem of non-delivery of the mails in Jakarta,
prompting a low response rates. Data gathering took place during the mid of
2004.In respecting the rights of respondents, and in accordance with ethical
standards in research, respondents were assured that they were free to decline
to answer particular questions or to participate in the study, and they were also
free to withdraw themselves at any time during the research stages.
conventional practice and ethical codes were also observed in itrut
respondents were not required to identify themselves in answering the
questionnaires,

5.5 Data Coding

To analyze the data in order to determine the respondents,
career success orientations, perceived career constraints, the scoring
approaches used by Den (1988) were utilized. According to these methods,
the mean of the value attributed to the different items making up a specific
career orientation, i.e., specific career success orientations, was calculated and
taken as the value given to that orientation. The career orientation with the
highest value was regarded as the dominant one and, thus, represented a
person's career orientation (Derr 1988).

6. The Research Questions and Hypotheses

The foliowing research questions and the non-directional null
hypotheses about career orientations were investisated.
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De.r (1988) argued that individuals would hord one career success
orientation more intensely than they will hold the others. In the absence of
available research evidence in the field in Indonesia, the following non-
directional null hypotheses was stated:
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Ho 1: There ,s an even distribution across the five career snccess
orientations.

RQ 3: Are there associations between career success orientations?

Den (1988) noted that the five career success orientations form a
continuum, with Gettingfree and Getting high atone end, Getting balanced in
the middle, and Getting ahead and Getting secure at the other end. Derr
(1988) also noted that it was possible for individuals to move along the
continuum. Though Getting high and Gettingfree required different pay-offs,
they were compatible because they both required some degree of autonomy
and some degree of challenging work. on the other hand, Getting ahead and,
Getting secure had less in common intemally but it was sensible to put it at
the opposite end of the continuum from Getting free as they were polar
opposites, i.e., negatively correlated and mutually exclusive (Den tbgg).
There is no available research evidence supporting (or contradicting) this
assertion, however, so the following non-directional null hypothesei was
stated:

Ho 2: There are no relationships between any of the five career success
orientations.

5l

RQ 4: /s there an association between perceived
future career hindrances and the career
Indonesian women business executives ?

immediate and estimated
success orientations of

Der' (1988) career theory expressry incruded the idea tltat career
success orientations were influenced by perceived conshaints. As there is no
empirical evidence concerning this claim, the following non-directional null
hypotheses were'stated:

Ho 3: There are no signfficant dffirences in orientation to each of thefive
career success orientations between respondents who perceived
themselves to free of or subject to immediate personal constraints.

Ho 4: There are no signfficant dffirences in orientation to each of thefive
career success orientation between respondents who perceived
themselves to free of or subject to estimated future personal
constraints.
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RQ 5' Are the career success orientations independent ofrespondents' age
range, their enterprise's labor force size, their enterprise's business
sector, their enterprise's legal form of organization, and their
espous ed reas on for working?

These issues had never been examined in previous research studies, so
the following exploratory non-directional null hypotheses were stated:

Ho 5: Career success orientation by Indonesian women business executives
is independent ofthe respondents' age range.

Ho 6: Career success orientation by Indonesian women business executives
is independent of the laborforce size of the respondent's enterprise.

Ho 7: Career success orientation by Indonesian women business executives
is independent of the business sector in which the respondent's
enterprise operates.

Ho B: Career success orientation by Indonesian women business executives
is independent ofthe legal form ofthe respondent's enterprise.

Ho 9: Career success orientation by Indonesian women business executives
is independent of the respondents' employment status.

Ho l0: Career success orientation by Indonesian women business executives
is independent of the respondents' espoused reasonfor working.

7. Data Analysis and Interpretations

Descriptive statistics and nonparametric statistical tests were
the statistical techniques used in the analysis of data gathered for this study.
Data were processed by means of the sPSS for windows version 12.0
Statistical package. Descriptive statistics were used to describe the
characteristics ofrespondents on the independent and the dependent variables.
ln addition, nonparametric statistical tests were used in order to test whether
there were associations between the dependent and the independent variables.
The use of nonparametric tests are appropriate with small samples or skewed
population (siegel and castellan 1988). The alpha level used in this study was
set at 0.05 implying ap in two-tailed tests of 0.05 (coolican 1990) as each
comparison had two possible directions.
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8. The Findings

8.1 On the Respondents

Data were gathered from the 93 respondents. This section
presents the data on respondents in terms of the independent variables of age
range' number of employees, business sector, legal form of organization,
employment status, reason for working and work values.

8.1.1 Age Range

Respondents ranged in age from the 25-30 years age group to
over 55 age group. The breakdown of respondents by age .u.tge is shown in
Table 1.

Table I
DISTRIBUTION OF THE RESPONDENT BY AGE GROTJP

JAKARTA. 2AO4

Age group Frequency Percent

25-30

31 -35

36-40

41-45

45-50

51-55

Total

Missing

61

13

3

4

6

2

89

4

65.59

1 3.98

3.23

4.30

6.45

2.15

95.70

4.30
Grand Total 93 100.00
Source: Field survey, 2004.

In order to facilitate the data analysis in terms of age, the respondents
were divided into three groups: those 35 years of age *d yourrg.r, those
between 36 and 45 and those older than 46 years of age. when respondents
were grouped according to these new age range categoriis, 74 respondents (or
79'57 percent) were categorized as being of 35 years of age or younger, seven
respondents (or 7.53 percent) were categoized as being between 36 and 45
years of age, and l2.respondents (or 12.9 percent) were cate gorized as being
older than 46 years of age.
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8.1.2 Labor Force Size

Respondents were asked to indicate the size of the

firm/enterprise in terms of number of employees. Table 2 shows the size of
emolovees.

Table 2

DISTRIBUTION OF THE RESPONDENT BY FIRM SIZE

AND NT]MBER OF EMPOYEE, JAKARTA' 2OO4

Firm size Number of
employee

Frequency Percent

Small

Medium

High

Total 93 100.00

Source: Field suweY, 2004.

To facilitate analysis of the data according to firm/enterprise size as

measured by the size of the labor force employed, it was decided to group the

enterprises lnto three categories. Firm's size is generally porhayed by sales

volume, number of employees or assets, or the combination of any of them

(Dunning and Kundu 1995).

Rintuh (1995) classified small enterprises in Indonesia as having

permanent employees of below 80 persons. Gultom (1995) classified a firm in

indonesia as small if the number of personnel is below 100, medium-sized

firm if the number of personnel is between 100-500, and large if the number is

more than 500. Mulyani (1996) stated that the international standard for small

enterprise is that which having less than 500 personnel as permanent

employees, excluding temporarily outside 'contracted helpers' which are not

permanent. Wiryawan (2001) set the number of personnel of more or below

SOO a. the classification of large and small manufacturing firms in Indonesia.

This study decided to cluster respondents into three groups using the

study of Gultom (1995). Rintuh (1995) and Mulyani (1996) were discussing

small enterprises, while Wiryawan (2001) specifically mentioned

manufacturing firms, which were incompatible with this research. Enterprises

were therefore grouped following Gultom's (1995) classification into those
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employing 100 or fewer employees (n:44, or 47.31 percent), those employing
between 101 and 500 employees (n:20, or 31.51 percent), and organizations
with more than 500 (n:29, or 31.18 percent).

8.1.3 Legal Form of the Firm

Out of the 93 respondents,
their firm. In general,33.33 percent stated
'private ownership', 3.45 percent stated
(42.53 percent) stated 'Others' as the legal

six failed to state the legal form of
'corporations, 20.69 percent stated
'joint venture' and the majorify

form of the firm (Table 3).

Table 3
DISTRIBUTION OF THB RESPONDENT BY LEGAL FORM OF FIRM

JAKARTA, 2OO4

Legal Form of Firm Frequency Percent

Cooperation

Joint venture

Private/Owner

Others

Total

Missing

29

3

1B

37

87

6

31 .18

3.23

19.35

39.78

93.55

6.45

Grand Total 93 100.00

Source: Field survev. 2A04.

8.1.4 Business Sector

Respondents were asked to indicate the business sector in
which their enterprises operated. Table 4 indicates the number of respondents
in each category ofinduskial sector.

No respondent opted for 'utilities' or for 'personal services' in their
choices. It was not clear if these should have been in the 'missins answer,
category.
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Table 4
DISTRIBUTION OF THE RESPONDENTS BY INDUSTRIAL SECTOR,

JAKARTA, 2OO4

Industrial sector Frequency Percent

I nd ustria l/Ma n ufa ctu re

lndustrial/Consumer

Med ical/Hospital/Cl i nic

Finan ce/Ba n ki ng/l nsurance

Com m u n i cation/Pu blisher

Tra nsporta ti on/D istri b u ti on

Real estate/Developer

Ed ucation/U n iversities

Trading/Grocer

Trading/Retail

Mining/Energy

Consulting

Food/Agro-lndustry

E n g i neeri n g/Constru ction

Recreation/Film

lmporUExport

Others

11

4

2

14

1

1

3

29

4

2

1

5

4

1

1

2

6

11.83

4.30

2.15

15.05

1.08

1.08

3.23

31 .18

4.30

2.15

1.08

5.38

4.30

1.08

1.08

2.15

6.45
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Licuanan (199.2) reported that Southeast Asian corporate and
entrepreneurial women business executives were highly concentrated in
certain industries like in the manufacturing and services (including retail and
wholesale trade, hotels, restaurants, professional and personal services), but
were sparsely represented in mining, utilities, transportation and conskuction).
It appeared that this research confirmed some of Licuanan's (1992) findings,
since respondents indicated also thin choices for these sub-sectors namely
mining (1), utilities (0), transportation (1) and construction (1).

91

Rr
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8.1.5 Employment Status

Table 5 indicates the position of the respondents, whether
they were owners/managers or staff/employees. As might be expected from
the data on the legal form of the firm, most of the owners/managers were also
involved with sole proprietorships.

Table 5
DISTRIBUTION OF THE RESPONDENT BY POSITION IN THE FIRM

JAKARTA" 2OO4

Position in the firm Frequency Percent

Management/Owner
Staff/ Employees

Total
Missing

13

79

92

1

13.98

84.95

98.92

1.08

Grand Total 93 100.00

Source: Field survey, 2004.

8.1.6 Reasons for Working

Respondents were asked to indicate their reason for working.
Table 6 presents the findings from this question on the survey.

Table 6
DTSTRIBUTION OF THE RESPONDENT BY REASON FOR WORKING

JAKARTA, 2OO4

Reason for working Frequency Percent

Sense of accomplishment

Desire to earn own money

Economic necessity

Recognition from society

Better opportunities for children

Respect from peers

Higher income compared with peers

Others

7

60

4

6

6

3

2

5

7.53

64.52

4.30

6.4s

6.4s

3.23

2.15

5.3 8

Total 93 100.00
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Source'. Field survey, 2004.

It can be seen that the most-widely reported reason for working by
this sample of Indonesian women business executives was desire to earn their
own money independent of their spouse since 60 respondents (64.52 percent)
cited this as their principal reason for working. Of the remaining respondents,
seven (7.53 percent) indicated that they worked because they wanted better
opportunities for their children. Economic necessity was the next reason with
four respondents, to be followed by respect from friends with three
respondents (3.23 percent), higher income with two respondents (2.15
percent), and five respondents opted for other reasons (5.38 percent).

If reasons of 'Better opportunities for their children' and 'Economic
necessity' were aggregated, the combination was therefore the next highest
reason for working by this sample of Indonesian women business executives.
Thus, the data analysis categories for reasons for working indicated that the
first reason was desire to earn own independent money, and the second reason
was economic necessitv.

8.1.7 Perceived Career Constraints

Data were gathered using Derr's Perceived Career
Constraints/Pcs (1988). Responses were coded and analyzed according to the
procedure described earlier for both 'Immediate Constraints' and 'Estimated
Future Constraints'. The respondents scores on the 13 statements were
summed. Depending on where the score fell, the respondent was judged to be
'Free to choose' (a score from 13 to 25),'Somewhat constrained' (a score
between 26 and 44), or'Constrained' (a score between 45-65). Tables 7 and
Table 8 present the resr.rlts for 'Immediate Constraints' and 'Estimated Future
Constraints' respectively.

From those tables it can be seen that most respondents considered
themselves having 'Somewhat constrained' both in terms of immediate and
future constraints.
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Table 7
DISTRIBUTION OF THE RESPONDENT BY IMMEDIATE CONSTRAINT

JAKARTA,2OO4

Immediate constraint Frequency Percent

s9

Free to choose

Somewhat constrained

Constrained

14 I 5.05

53 56.99

26 27.96

Total 93 100.00
Source: Field survey, 2004.

Table 8
DISTRIBUTION OF THE RESPONDENT BY FUTURE CONSTRAINTS

JAKARTA. 2OO4

Future constraint Frequency Percent

Free to Choose

Somewhat Constrained

Constrained

t0
55

28

10.7 5

59.r4

30.1 1

Total 93 100.00
Source: Field survey, 2004.

If responses were collapsed for further data analysis into two
categories: ofree' comprising 14 respondents (15.05 percent) and 'constrained'
comprising 79 respondents (84.95 percent) for immediately constrained; 'free'
comprising 10 respondents (10.75 percent) and 'constrained' comprising 83
respondents (89.25 percent) for estimated future constraints.

8.1.8 Career Success Orientation

The following section reports the findings on the research
questions and null hypotheses investigated on the career success orientations
of the Indonesian women business executives.

The research question posed in this research study asked:

RQ I : What is the career success orientation profile of the Indonesian
women business executives?
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Table 9 shows the career success orientation profile of the 93
respondents. The dominant career orientation in terms of intensity with which
it was held by the sample, as measured by Derr (1988) was Getting balanced
(31.18 percent), followed in order of intensity by Getting secure (23.66
percent), with Getting high (18.28 percent) and Getting free (15 .05 percent) in
that order, and lastly Getting ahead ( 1 1 .83 percent).

Table 9
DISTRIBUTION OF THE WOMEN BUSINESS RESPONDEI\T BY

CAREER ST]CCESS ORIENTATIONS, JAKARTA, 2OA4

Career success
orientation

Frequency Percent

DISTRIBUI
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Getting ahead

Getting secure

Getting free
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Getting high

11

22

l4
29

L7

11.83

23.66

I 5.05

31.18

l 8.28

Total 93 100.00

Source: Field survey, 2004.

The answer to the research question 1, therefore, was that the career
success orientation held with the highest mean intensity by the Indonesian
women business executives was Getting balanced, followed in descending
order of mean intensity by Getting secure, Getting high, Getting free, then
lastly Getting ahead.

The next research question asked:

RQ 2: Wat is the dominant career success orientation of the Indonesian
women business executives?

Table 10 presents the number of Indonesian women business
executives oriented to each ofthe career success anchors.
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Table 10
DISTRIBUTION OF THE WOMEN BTTSINESS RESPONDENT BY

DOMINANT CAREER ST]CCESS ORIENTATION, JAKARTA, 2OO4

Orientation Observed n Expected n Residual
Getting ahead

Getting secure

Getting free

Getting balanced

Getting high

ll
22

t4
29

l1

r 8.6

r 8.6

r 8.6

18.6

r8 6

-7.6

3.4

-4.6

10.4

-1.6
Total 93

Ch i-Sq uare(a)

Df
Asymp. Sign.

r 0.82

4

0.03

Source: Field survey, 2004.

The answer to the research question 2 was that the dominant career
success orientation of the Indonesian women business executives in this studv
was Getting balanced, which was held by 29 respondents (31.1g percent). ThL
second largest group of Indonesian women business executives' 22
respondents (23.66 percent) were oriented to Getting sectre.

The null hypothesis was:

Ho I: There is an even distribution across the five career success
orientations

To test this nul1 hypothesis a chi-square goodness of fit test was
performed on the data. The result was that otrtained with statisticallv
significant result (chi-square 10.82 sign 0.03 df 4). The null hypothesis was
therefore rejected.

The Indonesian women business executives, as evidenced by the
respondents of this research, indicated agreement with Derr,s argument
(1988) that individuals would hold one career success orientation more
intensely than they would hold others.

The next research question asked in the

RQ 3 : Are there ossociations hetween

study was:

career success orientations?
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No. Hypotheses

Mann-Whitney Statistical
Tests

Ch-Sq df Sig.

2. Ho 4. There are no signtficant dffirences
in orientation to each of the five career
success orientation between respondents
who perceived themselves to free of or
subject to estimated future personal
constraints

9.03 5 0.34 Accept

F_
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Table 12)

Source: Field survey, 2004.

The answer to the research question 4 was, therefore, that there was
no association between either perceived Immediate and Estimated future
career hindrances and the career success orientations of Indonesian women
business executives

The next research question investigated in this study was:

RQ 5: Are the career success orientations independent of respondents' age
range, their enterprise's labor force size, their enterprise's business
sector, their enterprise's legal form of Organization, and their
espoused reasonfor working ?

The following null hypotheses were stated:

Ho I 0: Career suc
is indepena

A Kruskal
hypothesis 5, 6,7 , I

KRTTSKAL-WALLTS (

Source'. Field survey, 2004.

Ho 5:

Ho 6:

Ho 7:

Ho B:

Ho 9:

Caryeer succes.s orientation by Indonesian women business executives
is independent of the respondents' age range.

Career succ€*\s orientation by Indonesian wotnen business executives
is independent of the labor force size of the respondent's enterprise.

Career succe,s.s orientation by Indonesian women business executives
rs independent of the business sector in which the respondent's
enterprise operates.

Career succe.r,s orientation by Indonesian women business executives
is independent of the legal form of the respondent's enterprise.

Career succe,s.s orientation by Indonesian women business executives
is independent of the respondents' employment status.

No. Hy
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Ho I0: Career success orientation by Indonesianwomen business executives
is independent ofthe respondents' espoused reasonfor working.

A Kruskal-wallis one-way Anova test was performed to test null
hypothesis 5,6,7,8, 9 and 10 (Table 13).

Table 13
KRTTSKAL-WALLIS ONE-WAY ANOVA STATISTICAL TEST FOR HO 5, 6,7,8, 9, IO

No. Hypotheses
Kruskal-Wallis Statistical Tests

Ch-Sq df sig. Rank
Ho 5: Career success orientation by
Indonesian women business executives is
independent of the respondents' age
range.

6.98
8 0.54 3 Accept

2. Ho 6: Career success orientation by
Indonesian women business executives is
independent of the labor force size of the
respondent's enterprise.

6.47
8 0.59 2 Accept

3. Ho 7: Career success orientation by
Indonesian women business executives is
independent of the business sector in
which the respondent's enterprise
operates.

8.34
8 0.40 5 Accept

4. Ho B; Career success ort"rtiotnn by
Indonesian women business executives is
independent of the legal form of the
respondent's enterprise.

| 1.02
12 0.53 4 Accept

5. Ho 9: Career strccess orientation by
Indonesian women business executives is
independenl of the respondents'
entploltment status.

2.6s 4 0.62 I Accept

6. Ho l0; Career success oriuntotnn by
Indonesian women business executives is
independent of the respondents' espoused
reason for working. 5.68 4 0.22 6 Accept

Source: Field survey, 2004.
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The results are as follows:

Null hypothesis 5 was accepted, since there was no statistically

significant relationship between any of the success career orientations with the

respondents' age range (chi-square 6.98 sign 0.54 df 8). The Kruskal-wallis
test shows the result that career success orientations were independent of the

respondents' age rarrge.

Null hypothesis 6 that the career success orientations were

independent of the labor force size of the respondents' enterprises' It shows

the null hypothesis was accepted. There was no statistically significant

relationship between any of the career success orientations and the

enterprise's labor size force (chi-squate 6'47 sign 0.59 df 8).

Null hypothesis 7 that the career success orientations were

independent of the respondents' enterprise's business sector. Null hypothesis

7 was accepted. There was no statistically significant relationship between any

of the career success orientations and the enterprise's business sector (chi-

square 8.34 sign 0.40 df 8).

Null hypothesis 8 that the cafeer success orientations were

independent of the respondents' enterprise's legal form of Organization. The

null hypothesis was accepted. There was no statistically significant

relationship between any of the career success orientations and the

enterprise's legal form (chi-square 11.02 sign 0.53 df 12) as shown in Table

13.

Null hypothesis 9 that the career success orientations were

independent of the respondents' employment status. The null hypothesis was

accepted. There was no statistically significant relationship between any of the

cut""t success orientations and the respondents' employment status (chi-

square 2.65 sign 0.62 dt 4) as shown in Table 13.

Null hypothesis 10 that the career success orientations were

independent of the respondents' espoused reason for working' The null
hypothesis was accepted. There was no statistically significant relationship

bliweett any of the career success orientations and the reported reasons for
working (chi-square 5.68 sign 0.22 dt 4)'

The answer to the research question 5, therefore, was that the career

success orientations were independent of respondents' age tange,labor size

force, the enterpr
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force, the enterprises' business sector, the enterprises' legal form of
organization, and the respondents' espoused reason for working.

9. Conclusion and Discussion

This study was explicitly cast as a study of a homogenous
group of respondents, i.e., the Indonesian women business executives who
were selected for certain personal and organizational characteristics. The
research, despite deriving from Derr's theoretical framework from career
success orientation theory (1988), was essentially concemed with
understanding this particular group of people in order to make contribution to
Indonesian studies. The research was carried out against the background of
the present socio-cultural context of these Indonesian women business
executives.

Despite recent developments in the legal and political status of
Indonesian women under the present Constitution and laws of the Republic,
there is still social pressure on such women to marry and raise children, so
that combining marriage and career, or simply having a career, is considered a
non-conventional life path. Nevertheless, many women work outside the
home, with most of these women work for economic reason. There is
evidence, however, that middle and upper class Indonesian women do work,
and that they hold favorable attitudes to working outside the home (Sutjipto
2003 ; 1-iptoherijanto 1997 ; Kurniawan 2000).

while there is evidence that they work, there is yet controvertible
evidence of their reasons for working, and none on what their subjective
definitions of career success may be. As reported earlier, the research problem
in this study, tferefore, was:

Vflhat are the career success orientations of the Indonesian
women business executives? Are these career success
ori ent ati ons affected by indep endent v ariabl es ?

A homogeneous sample was selected for this study in that
respondents were similar in terms of gender, nationality, minimum
educational level, level of organizational responsibility, and geographic
location. It was assumed, hence, that they would share the same subjective
culture, taking into account that, as educated, urban and business women, their
shared subjective culture would actually be a sub, or a co-culture within a
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locality (Aldrich 1989; Hofstede 1997; Mumiati 2004; Subono 2003;

Selvarajah et al. 1995).

The answer to the first part of the research problem, related to career

success orientation, the largest number of respondents (31.18 percent) was

oriented to Getting balanced. This is the career success orientation concerned

with maintaining the balance between 'home, work and personal

development' as argued by Derr (1988), and confirmed later by the studies of
Licuanan (1992) and Fonollera (1994).

The first major conclusion that can be drawn from this study,

therefore, is that Indonesian women business executives (which were the

respondents in this research), pursue careers for no single clear-cut reason'

and have multiple criteria for success. The respondents, moreover, have either
mixed or talent-based career success orientations.

If these respondents would like to climb higher on the ladder of their
organization, they might want to consider that, in business, there is an iron-
clad rule as posited by Davidson (1991: 180): "With unrelenting fervor,
corporate women at the top rack up accomplishments knowing that a solid
track record is undeniable and required for the journey they've chosen".
Business women at the top in the corporate world need to demonstrate an

amazing capability to be consistent performers, not just so-journers (Cohen

1989; Davidson 1991). In fact and to be fair, all business executives

regardless of gender ought to (Kanter 1995; Sitterly 2002).

The answer to the second part of the research problem, which also

becomes the second major conclusion to be drawn from this study, was that
careef success orientations were not influenced by the independent variables.
No statistically significant influence was exerted by the perceived personal

constraints investigatdd on career success orientations.

While the findings on dominant career success orientations are clear
cut, the other results on the second part of the research problem, i.e., the
influence of independent variables needs further interpretation and

investigation. For example, the information used to analyze career success

orientations showed that most Indonesian women business executives were
motivated to work for reasons of desire to eam own money, and with vast

majority they perceived themselves both as Somewhat constrained and
Constrained that might influence their careers Immediately (84.95 percent
cumulatively) and in the Future (89.25 percent cumulatively).
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The majority of these women, therefore, set their career success
orientation as Getting balanced, which, in a nut-shell, means finding an
equilibrium between personal and professional life which can evidently be
seen as a balancing act resulting from the constraints. Yet, the statistical test
results of the null hypotheses to answer research question 4 showed that the
respondents perceived no association between career hindrances and career
success orientation, and were therefore free from career hindrances.

Having said that, it relates to the third major conclusion drawn from
this study, below:

Derr (1988) believed that individuals, consciously or unconsciously,
formulate their own cognitive map of what constitutes career success, and thit
this map constrains the dlmamic balance of the three forces in their career:
work, relationship and self-development. The mostly negative interpretations
of the career success maps in this sample of Indonesian business executives
suggests, however, that there may be 'dissonances, between what holds these
women to a career and how they subjectively betieve or interpret career
success. It was, therefore, their reason for opting Getting ialanced as
majority, and could not, for example, opt Getting ahead which is an upward
mobility pattern as a career direction usually associated with (rapid)
promotions, or advancement in a status system. These dissonances might,
therefore, be investigated further by other interested researchers in Indonesian
women business executives career success orientations as the first imolication
for further research.

While it is concluded that Indonesian women business executives who
share certain characteristics also share similar orientations to career success
maps, the statistically significant result obtained from the data analyses
suggests that within the group attitudinal differences do exist as a
consequence of the influence of independent variables. These differences
must be recognized. Failure to do so would result in the possibility of deriving
ecological fallacies, or reasoning as if the properties of any whole are always
properties of each part. It is another implication to suggest further research.

The overall finding of this study suggests that the issue of the pursuit
of a career by Indonesian women business executives is perhaps more
complex than can be wholly illuminated by just one single research such as
this study. Successful women business executives in Indonesia may have
multiple criteria for 'success' itself, for some, success may be defined as
having the flexibility to simultaneously enable them to respond to family
obligations; for others success is equated with personal fulfillment from the
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job; for more others and as mentioned earlier, they simply are not career
oriented and do not care to Getting ahead as posited by Derr (1988) toward an
upward mobility pattern.

It could probably be the reason why there is no Indonesian women
business executives listed among the 50 business women holding powerful
executive boardroom positions outside the USA within the world's largest
multinational corporations. From Asia, China, Japan, Singapore, Hong Kong
S.A.R, Pakistan and the Philippines were cited as counfir-contributors of the
successful corporate women executives on the boardroom (Fortune,
Oct.2004), with China's Xie Qihua (CEO of Shanghai Baosteel Group: total
employees i00,000 people, total assets US$ 22 billion) leading at no. 9 in the
list, Mary Ma Xuezheng, also from China (Senior V.P and C.F.O of Chinese
technology giant Lenovo/Legend Group which recently bought US-based
IBM's personal computer business for US$ 1.75 billion), and Singapore's Ho
Ching (CEO of Temasek Holding - major shareholders of e.9., IndosaVsing
Tel, Ascott Towers, Bank BII and Bank Danamon in Indonesia, Singapore
Airlines and Keppel in Singapore) at no.12 out of 550 women business
executives the world over (MacDonald and Schoenberger 2004; The Asian
Wall Street Journal 2004; The Jakarla Post 2004).

Hardesty and Jacobs (1986), Kestenbaum (1986), Licuanan (1992),
Powell and Mainiero (1992), Poole et al. (1993), Fonollera (1994), Kageyama
(2004) and Wren (2004) have all concluded similar complexities, while these
indicators of success are only additional to other complexities like promotions
and salary increases. To confuse matters even more, women priorities may
also change over time, while Derr (1988) posited that some career orientations
could move between one another at the end of the continuum. He claimed, for
example, that Getting ahead careerists could fall back to Getting balanced
mode if they thought they were not going to make it. This point may become
the third implication fbr funher research to confirm the order in which career
success orientations appear in a continum.

Careers as lived by their inhabitants in this study, therefore, may not
be in line with the ideals portrayed in business management career writings
like that of Cohen (1989) and of Davidson (199i). Den (1988) has
specifically pointed to the methodological problems in the use of a survey to
assess intemal career since the multi-dimensional nature of the career
constructs makes measurement of the constructs very difficult. In view of this,
the use of a survey instrument to measure career orientations in a quantitative
research was accepted as another limitation in itself, since survey researchers
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" ...never observe the actual behavior of the subjects but take only verbal and
written reports of that behavior" (Teevan 1989: 125).

This study, therefore, also suggests the fourrh, and also the last,
implication for further research to be carried out using qualitative in-depth
interview and, perhaps, other u:robtrusive data-gathering procedures to deeply
investigate career success orientations of Indonesian women business
executives along the quantitative approach.

Indonesian women business executives may have different career
orientations, but this will not be known until they are sought further. Since
these women have been contributing significantly for the iountry in which
they live, work, and which they definitely love, business would be better off
understanding these Indonesian women business executives' career success
orientations.

Furthermore, since women in Indonesia are numerically, albeit
marginally, ahead of men, it would be best to tap the resourceful talents of
these women to the maximum for the benefit of the country. It will otherwise
be wasteful if and when more than half of the nation,s rich talents cannot be
freed to perform to their utmost in the workplace.
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